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Alfix Pro Club is now up and 
running
On 18th May 2018 the new Alfix Pro Club gathered 
for the first time in Kolding with dedicated tile fixers 
from all parts of Denmark participating. 

Current topics on the agenda
Club members listened with great interest to the first 
presentation about the new Alfix DuraTherm thermal 
insulation system for external walls followed by sealing 
around floor drainage given by Alfix employees Mikael 
Noe and Allan Nielsen. Inspiring guest speakers from 
the companies of Bunchs Bygningsfysik and Blücher also 
contributed to an informal and exciting day with learning 
and high spirits.

Membership advantages
Master fixer Martin Juul Wulff from M2 Byg in 
Dronninglund had the following experience of the 
club: 

Why did you join the Alfix Pro Club?
”Definitely, because the basic idea sounded interesting – 
face-to-face contact between tile fixers and manufacturer in 
a closed forum of debate”.

Was the meeting worthwhile? And if yes, which subjects did 
you benefit from?

”Yes, most certainly. A number of different solutions for 
sealing of floor gullies as well as thermal insulation systems 
were discussed. It may not be that pleasant to discuss 
where and how some jobs went wrong. But I find it very 

important to discover and realize why failures occurred! 
It is indeed preferable to learn from the mistakes made 
by others rather than to make them and pay for them 
yourself”.

Another participant,master fixer Henrik Burich from 
Haderslev says:

“My motivation for joining the Pro Club is the fact 
that I consider Alfix a very serious player in the Danish 
market”. 
”I really did benefit a lot from the meeting as we tile fixers 
should share our experiences and pass them on to others”.

”It is important to gather new knowledge from the club and 
at the same time, it is positive to present the membership 
to our own clients demonstrating that we keep up with 
development within our profession. I am looking forward to 
the next meeting”.

Signing up for membership
Next Pro Club meeting is in Kolding on Friday 2nd November 
2018 from 9-13. 

Follow the link for free membership for tile fixers and brick 
layers: http://www.alfix.com/proclub. 
Alternatively, send an email with request for membership 
to alfix@alfix.dk. Please include “Pro Club membership” in 
the subject line.  
Information about the themes for the next session will be 
send out to all members in due time before the meeting. 

With the launch of Alfix Pro Club, we intend to promote and 
optimize professional and skilled craftsmanship. On the basis 
of current topics and everyday cases we will jointly fortify 
craftsmanship within our trade to ensure even better future 
solutions. For the mutual joy and benefit to owners, tile fixers, 
merchants, specifiers and manufacturers.

http://www.alfix.com/proclub
mailto:alfix%40alfix.dk?subject=Pro%20Fix%20membership


New Danish thermal insulation system 
eases installation for the customer
”All-in-one system from Alfix – delivered at one time directly to the building site” 

This is the mantra for our new Alfix DuraTherm which includes mineral wool insulation 
boards in 3 thicknesses: 50, 100 and 150 mm.
This system eases ordering and delivery of complete insulation packages for both 
craftsmen and merchants – by means of one single item no.

DuraTherm has been thoroughly tested at a well-acknowledged German institute with 
very satisfying results.
The facade system is available in 2 different versions – complete and select.

New employees
On 1st May 2018, two new employees had their first day of work at Alfix in Kolding. Mette Skov 
Jensen and Flemming Ilsøe may now be considered a part of Team Alfix with employment as 
laboratory technician and technical advisor, respectively. Mette left a position with Eurofins Miljø in 
Vejen and Flemming was previously employed with Isover in Vamdrup. We welcome them both on 
board a team which now has become even stronger with their employment. 

Have a nice summer!

Alfix pool succes continues 
The number of Danish, Norwegian and Swedish pools applied with ”inside” Alfix solutions is steadily rising. 
”The interest and support for the Alfix pool systems simply has been overwhelming. It covers everything 
from small, private owned pools, therapeutic pools in institutions and hospitals to public sports arenas 
and facilities at home and abroad. We work with a large number of solutions tailored both owner and the 
actual project” elaborates Carsten Schultz, Head of Technical Advisory Dep. at Alfix.

Currently, Alfix is part of many projects – both new build and renovation. And common to them all is the 
seriousness behind each and every solution intended for a long and durable life. The activity level for 
pools including Alfix products is very high, a fact backed by the following new references.


